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PLANTING A CITRUS GROVE IN ARIZONA
By L. C. THAYER, '29.

Orchard Should Be Situated in Warm Section-s-Air Drainage Is Essential
To Growth and Development of Good Grove of Trees.

ONE of the important factors in
the planting of a citrus grove
is the selection of the orchard

site. The points to consider in the

selection of the orchard site are topo
graphy and soil. The topography or

lay of the land determines the degree
of frost which may be expected in a

given locality. High plots of ground
are more free from frosts than are

the lower valleys, because cold air is

heavy and settles in the lowlands. A
few feet elevation may make a de
cided difference In the air drainage.
In general Arizona soils are well

suited to citrus growing, but it is nee

essary in the selection of the orchard.
site to be sure that the soil does not

contain alkali in injurious amounts. A,
total salt content of not more than
two-tenths of one per cent is generally
considered safe. The subsoil should
not be so hard as to prevent water and
i oot penetration. A tract of land
should not be judged by the general
appearance and nature of the urface
soil. Soil borings should be made at

intervals over the whole area to de

termine if the sub-soil is of the .l,'.igth
kind. For citrus trees the soil should
not be less than five to six feet deep.
It is necessary for the land to be

properly leveled before the trees are

planted. Not only should a uniform

grade be established, but the land
should be evenly cross-leveled. Im

proper leveling, resulting in high, dry
spots, and the pocketing of irrigation
water in the lower places, causes

serious damages. The mistake of not

leveling properly cannot be remedied

satisfactorily after the trees are in

place. The tools commonly used in

grading are of the Fresno scraper,

buck-scraper, and cross-bar drag. The
Fresno scraper is used for long hauls,
the buck-scraper for short hauls and

finishing work, and the drag for fill

ing in small depressions. After the
land is "rough-Ieveld" it should be
bordered and irrigated. Irrigation will
settle the fields and settle the high
and low spots.
The generally accepted planting

distance for grapefruit, Valencia or

anges, and lemons is 24 by 24 feet;
naval oranges, 22' by 22 feet; and

tangerines, 20 by 20 feet. However,

22 by 22 feet is considered practical
for all varieties in Arizona, and may
he adopted as a general standard. In
case of a heavy soil 24 by 24 feet

would be a more satisfactory distance
for grapefruit.
Below is a table showing the num

ber of trees that can be planted per
acre in the square system.
Distance No. of trees
Apart per acre

24 by 24 fL........................................ 76
22 by 22 ft............... 90

20 by 20 ft 108
] 5 by 15 ft... 202

The square method. of laying out

orchards offers the greatest advan

tages. By this method the rows of
trees intersect at right angles, which
makes it easier to cultivate and irri

gate the orchard. One method of

marking the points where the trees

are to stand is by means of 'a strong
w.re as long as the tract, with soldered
buttons marking the planting distance.
The operation is to square the corners

or the area to he, planted and place a

stake at each corner. Now, stretch
the wire along two opposite sides of
the field and place a stake at each
button on the wire. Complete the

staking by stretching the wire cross

wise of the field, beginning at one

end and carrying it from one pair of
stakes to the other, placing a stake
at each point to be occupied by a tree.
Use stakes of the same size and white
wash the tops so that they may be
seen easily.
The most satisfactory citrus stock

in commercial use in Arizona at the

present time is the common sour

(Citrus aurantium Linn.) This stock

is resistant to gumosis. It is well

adapted to grapefruit and the stand
ard orange varieties. Unless a better
one is found and thoroughly proved,
Arizona growers should plant trees

budded to this stock rather than to

any other. In planting a new orchard

only stock budded with wood selected
from good bearing trees should be
used. In purchasing trees one should
insist on having the name of the or

chard, the row and tree number from
which the buds were taken. This
makes it possible to obtain the bearing
record of the parent trees.

Nursery stock is usually graded and
gold according to its age and diameter
one inch above the bud onion. Two

year old trees, when not stunted, have
proved more generally satisfactory in
Arizona than have younger ones.

'Trees of this age should caliper five
eights of an inch or more, and be in

vigorous condition.
Citrus trees should be planted dur

ing early spring from the first of
March until the middle of May. Of
course they should not be planted
early enough for the frosts to harm
them. Planting later than the middle
of June is not to be recommended.
Citrus trees should never be planted
during fall or winter as the soil is
cold and the trees will remain dor
mant until the worm weather of

spring. The tender fiberous roots will

decay or become stunted and the trees

will make a very feeble growth.
A planting board 6 feet long of 1

by 4 inch material is secured. The
board is notched in the center and the
notch placed against the tree stake.
A small stake is driven at each end of
the hoard. The board should be in
line with the tree rows to prevent dis
turbance of the placement stakes when
the irrigation furrows are made.
After the placement stakes have

been set, one is ready to dig the tree

holes. A hole 20 inches wide and 16
inches deep is large enough unless the
so.I is hard or stony. In digging the

holes, place the soil all on one side,
opposite the irrigatio·n furrow, and

keep the top soil separate from the
bottom soil. The soil is more fertile
and better aerated, and should be used
last in filling the hole when planting.
Before starting to plant make the

irrigation furrows, locating them 2, to

3 feet from the tree holes, and see

that the water is ready. The trees.

should be kept from exposure to the
wind and sun before planting. In

planting two men are necessary, one

to hold the tree in place, and spread
the roots, and the other to shovel the
earth. The planting board is placed
with the ends against the placement
stakes. Remove a tree from the moss

and quickly trim any crossed or dam

aged roots. Place the tree in the cen-
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